HR Workforce Dashboards

Fiscal Year '18: Second Quarter Highlights

- FY18 Q2 Overview
- Data Definitions and Detail

Access to dashboard content is limited. Please note, dashboard reports are best viewed using the Chrome browser.

NEWS & UPDATES
Welcome to the HR Workforce Dashboards!
9/30/17: New!
- Index of available dashboards are included on the Data Definitions and Detail document
- New Benefits and Diversity Dashboards
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Headcount

- Regular Headcount
- Total Headcount
- Weill Cornell Medicine
- Generational Composition
- Retirement Eligibility
- Residential Location - NYS Counties
- Staff Headcount Detail
- Union Headcount Detail
- Workforce Alumni Status
Diversity

- Composition
- Staff EEO Job Group Information

Hires and Separations

- Hires vs. Separations
- Staff Hires Detail
- Separations Detail
- Transfers & Promotions

Recruitment

- Postings
- New Hires by Recruitment Source

Training and Development

- Leadership and Management Programs

Contingent Workforce

- Contingent Workforce Headcount
- Temporary Agency Spending

Benefits

- Payments
- Enrollment
- Top 20 Episodes of Care
- Service Category

Key HR Indicators

- Performance Dialogue Attestation Report
- Median Salary Report
- Workday Pay Ranges
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Questions? Contact us.